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ABSTRACT

• A new fish-counter, has been deveIoped for counting upmigrating fish in rivers. The

counter can also measure the size of the counted fish. The counter consists of two sets of

light emitters facing light sensing elements. By constantly monitoring the outputs from each

sensor a picture of an object passing through the counter is obtained. Two microprocessors

proce~s the data and record the data of each fish passing through the counter such as its

direction of movement, its speed, length and height, the time and date. The information are

stored in the memory of a display unil. The counter, using 2 W of power, is battery powered

using a solar panel for recharging the battery.

The counter has been tested for the last 3 years in severallocation in Icelandic rivers.

The counter were installed differently depending on the situation in each Iocation.

• In the glacier river Dlanda, North IceIand, a counter was installed at a entrance of a

fish trap. The trap was emptied 4 times a day, where the fish, both Arctic char (Salvelinus

alpinus) and Atlantic saImon (Salmo salar) were counted and each salmon was measured.

These information were compared with the data from the fish counter. The accuracy of the

total counting was 99 % and the size measurements were 90 % accurate. The counter couId

distinguish between saImon and grilse, but minor overIapping were between grilse and large

sea ron char.
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Introduction

To be able to manage fishery in rivcrs with anadromous fish stockS, managers

have great need to know the number of fish entering the river, the timing and

composition of the ron, as weil as the size distrihution of the fish.

Fish counter is, therefore, very irriportant tool hOtll for management, as weil as

for research purposes. Fish counters of difTerent types have heen available for m~ny

year~. In Iceland fish traps, where the fish is released upstream ha~e beeri used to count

and measure fish ascending rivers. Traps are very accurate way to count fish, and gather

information about the biological composition ofthe ron. On the other hand, the operation

of traps need expensive manpower and the traps as weil as the handling can harm the

fish. Mechanical counter has been used in one river counting fish but no other

information are obtained there. Resis~vity counters have heen used in some rivers most

orten with poor result, hut only very limited information of the fish size can he gathered.

The nee<.l for accurate fish counter which also can measure fish size is, therefore,

apparent. Iri 1990, scientists at the Institute of Freshwater Fisheries contacted Vaki Ud,

which manufactures fish counters for aquaculture, with the suggestion that Vaki would

adapt itS counters to use in rivers for counting migrating fish. The idea was met with

interest and having studied the technical requirements and applications for such a counter

it was decided to test a prototype.

Technical dcscription of the River Stock Counter (RSC)

The RSC sensor consists of an array of light emitters and an array of light sensing

eiements facing the light emitters. By constintly monitoring the outputs from each sensor

a pictuf(~ of an object passing through the gap hetween the two arrays is obtained. By

adding a second set of arrays, the direction and speed of the ohject can be calculated

(Figure 1). Each set of arrays is equivalent to a line scan camera. There are several

advantages to this arrangement. One is that the size of the ohject as seen hy the "camera"

is independent of the distance to the ohject. Another is that the sensor can be made totally

insensitive to amhient light. An inherent limitation to this type of sensor is tl13t it reHes

on the fish to swim through the sensor, preferably at a reasonably steady speed. The

RSC sensor is eqtiipped with a microprocessor which controls tlie light arrays, prefilters
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the data arid sends the picture information to the display unit. A second microprocessor

in the display unit processcs the data, Lc. detcrmincs if a fish is passing, counts the fish

and stores certain key parameters as direction, dcpth, length, and time and date ofpassing

in memory. This information can later be transferred to a PC computer via an RS232

port. The latest addition to the RSC is an extra memory bank with up to 8M Bytc

capacity which makcs it possible to store the entire image of each fish for later

processing. The RSC i"s most frequently located in areas where elcctric power from a

mains grid is not available. Therefore low power consumption is essential and by usirig

iow power circuitry and efficient voltage converte~s it has been possible to rcduce

opcrating power to 2 W. The most common source of power is a 12 V 120 Ah lead acid
,

battcry and a solar panel. The battery itself would last for approx. 25 uays fully charged.

The size of the solar panel would, of course, depend on local conditions, but it has been

found that an 18 W parie1 is marginal in Icelandic conditions, not being able to maintain

a charged battcry during long (3 wccks) rainy periods in the fall.

The development of the river stock counter

Vaki Aquaculture Systems is a company that was founded iri 1985 with the aim to

devclop ci counter for salmon smolts, but at that time Icelandic hatcheries were exporting

a large number of smolts to othcr countrics. Thc counter tumed out to be a success alul

since it was put on the market in 1988 over 500 systems have been sold to 17 countries

in most parts of the world. It is used for counting salmon, trout, char, sca bass arid sea

bream, airiong other species, in the size range of 3 g to 6 kg .and is a market leader in

its field.

A prototype of counter for use in rivers was buHt in the summer 1991. The location

chosen for the prototype was in Ellidaar, a river running through Reykjavik with

approximately 2500 salm<>n migrating every ycar. The rivcr belongs to Reykjavik's

municipal electric power company which operates a hydro-c1ectric power plant in the

river. At the power plant,. a fish trap has bcen huHt in the river arid a mechanical fish'

couriter developed by the power company's staff is at the entrance to thc trap. With thc

assistance of the power company the prototype counter was buHt in the exit from the trap

which is normally lcft open. This was considcred an ideal pIace for thc counter,
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comparisons couid bc made to thc mechanical counter arid for exact checkS, the fish trap
, ,.

could he c1osed. Furthermore, travelling distances were short. The prototype was a fairly

cmde one, for insiarice it only had one set of light arrays. Thus, there was no way of

tellirig if a fish was going up- or downstream and also the possihility of detecting ßlUltiple

ovcrlapping fish was quite Iimited. Also, all information had to be gathered from the '

counter hy a portable computer hooked to it. DeSjlite those shortcoinirigs, the prototype

counter worked reasonably weil, minor technical problems permitting, giving counting

accuracies of better than 90%, as compared to the meclianical cou~ter. Later that

summer, the counter was removed from its site in Ellidaar and taken to Blandel, a glacier

nver iri northem Iceland where the Freshwater Fisheries Institute has been doing

exterisive research since 1981. River Blarida has stocks ofAtlalltie salmon and arctic char.

As mentioried, Blanda is a glacier river with milky white water and at times very low

visibility. It was found out that the sensors light sensitivity was far to low for those

conditions arid further tests were abandolled. iudging from the experience obtained from

the prototype counter it was deducted that a counter hased on this principle was feasible

but a mimber of improvements had to be made. The improveinen~ were among others;

- Addition of a second set of light arrays.

- Sensitivity of the light sensor improved.

- Addition of a display unit for ease of use.

A countcr based on those lines was dcsigricd arid built iri 1992. Two units were

installed, in Ellidaar and in Blanda. The mairi concem was how the counter wouid cope

with the Iimited visibility in ßlanda hut the improved sensor circuitiy tumed out to be fit

for ~e job. In ßlanda the counter was loeated at the entrance to a fish trap which was

emptied four times a day and eaeh flsh measured. Thc counters readings could be read

from a LCD dispiay and furtbcr infonnätion (size de.) was stored in the counters

memory. Counting aeeuniey was withiri the 95 % limit that was aiined at for tlle first year

of operation; but the size readings were not within acecptable range, so that it was not

possible to distinguish betwecn sahnon and char. ßased on this experience it was deeided

that the main emphasis should be put on irriprovements in size ineasurementS arid further

that the power consumption of the counter should be reduced as possible. The first goal

was rod with more elabordte image analysis software for the counter and the second by
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redesigning the counters e1ectronics. This work was carried out during the winter '92-'93.

It was possihle to reduce the counters power consumption hy half, hut as to the success

or faiture of the size measurements only experience could tell. During the summer '93,

a total of six counters were installed. As hefore, the river B1anda was tlle main testing

site.

Testing or the river stock counter

In 1993 testing of the RSC continued in River B1anda. As before the RSC was

mounted at the entrance of the trap ehest. The testing started 3rd of July and ended 17tll

of August. During this period over 80 % of the total fish ron, both arctic ehar and

Atlantic salmon, in the river occurred. The counting and the size of fish was as

measured by the RSC was compared with the measurement done in the trap. Some daily

differences were seen in the counting (Figures 2,3,4 and 5), but the total differences

during the testing period were low, within 1 % in the case or salmon and within 2 % in

the case of arctic charr. Size measurements during the time period were 95 % accurate.

Two-sea-winter salmon (salmon) was clear~y distinguished hut some overlapping occurred

hetween large arctic char and small one-sea-winter salmon (grilse) (Figure 6).

By analyzing the data it was seen and most of the counting disturbances occurred

because fish were entering and leaving the light gate several times or even stopped in the

gate before entering the ehest. Therefore the water current through the RSC was

increased in 1994, decreasing this problem.and the counting as weil as the size

measurements seems more accurate tllan in 1993.

Ten RSC are now in use in Iceland. Nine or them are instalIed in fish ladders but

a threshold was built in one river where the counter was instalIed. Each counter need

to be instalIed in its own way depending on the location in the mounting site.

Today the River Stock Counter seems to he an effident tool to count migrating

fish in rivers and streams as weil as to measure tlle size of the fish migrating.
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Figure 1. River Stock Counter.
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Figure 2. Comparision of number of Atlantic salmon counted by River Stock Counter

(Grey columns) and in a fish trap (black columris) in River B1anda in July 1993.
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Figure i Comparision or number or Atlantic salmori counted hy RiveI: Stock Counter

(Grey colllmns) and in a fish trap (black colurrins) in River B1anda in August 1993.
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Figure 4. Comparision of number of arctic char counted by River Stock Counter (Grey

columns) and in a fish trap (black columns) in River Blanda in July 1993.
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Figure 5. Comparision or number 01' arctie ehar counted by River Stock Counter (Grey

columns) and in a fish trap (black columns) in River Blanda in August 1993.
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Figure 6. Size distribution ofthe fish ron iri River B1anda in 1993 as measured by River

Stock Counter. Arctic char is 20 to 50 cm in length, Atlantic salmon being larger than

45 cm, where grilse is 45 to 75 and salrnon 75 to 105 cm in length.


